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a)

b)

Most of the Diels*Alder reactions use electron-deficient dienophiles and electron-rich
dienes. The electron-deficient dienophile has a low-energy LUMO and the electron-rich
diene has a high-energy HOI\4O so that this combination gives a better overlap in the
transition state" Apply frontier molecular Orbital theory to dltermine the prefened mode
(suprafacial or antarafacial) of cycloaddition reaction of i:e;Z-tulethyl-1,3-pentadiene and
ethylene under thermal and photochemical condition and hence' predict the
stereochemistry of the product formed in each case.

(40 marks)

Drswthe structure of P and suggestplausible mechanisms for the two steps A-p and
P-B.
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c) The very acidic proton on acetylchloride compounds can be removed even with a tertiary
amine with loss of chloride ion to obtain ketene. The cornpound F is obtained by reacting
the compound C with triethylamine. When F is treated with cyclopentadiene, a.very
efficient stereospecific [2 + 2] cycloaddition occurs to give compound e.
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Explain the following reaction and drawthe skucture of p.
f#:;{^[:^3,H:::n*$if ioi;#:"'e and draw thesrru*ure orrhe p
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i)Fredict the structure
condition.

ii) Explain the reaction (A
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4. a) The following diastereomeric addition products are formed in a7:l ratio. Assign

the major and minor diastereomers and using the Felkin-Anh model explain how

the following reactions yields different diastereoisorners as their product (TBAF is
a quaternary salt that is used as a source of fluorine. The fluorine anion is typically
used for deprotection of silyl ether groups or as a mild base).
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b) Synthesis of a racemic mixture of cornpound A involves the following reaction

process. Propose a plausible radical meehanism for this reaction.
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A
racemic mixture

(25 rnarks)

c) i) State what is tripiet canbine and draw the rnolecular orbital diagram.
(10 rnarks)

ii) Prapose a plausible mechanism of the following reaction"
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